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1. The Car and Truck wheels as well as the Spinners in the Science Park are a type of Wheel and Axle. Have 
students bring in examples of wheel and axles.

2. A Wheel and Axle is a Simple Machine

3. Simple Machines make Work easier.

4. Work is the ability to move an object or change an object; or to perform a mental task such as thinking.

5. Tree Logs were used as the first simple machines to move heavy objects over large distances.

6. Sledge - a flat surface mounted on tree logs - made carrying loads even easier.

7. Invention of the Wheel and Axle - logs with center cut into a thin bar called an axle - 5,500 years ago - Egypt

8. Later, Wheel and Axle was attached to the Sledge so the wheel and axle could freely turn.

9. Two wheels and an axle placed in front of the sledge and two wheels an an axle at the rear of the sledge.

10. Reduce Mass of Wheel to roll easier - Logs; Wood Wheel and Axle; Wood Spokes; to Rubber and Air Tires

11. Modern cars and trucks use an engine and a transmission to turn the axle and the wheels.

12. Friction - Matter rubbing against other Matter - solid against solid, liquid against solid, solid against air.

13. Reduce Friction to make a wheel roll easier. 

14. Goal of Machine Design is to Reduce Friction

15. Ways of Reducing Friction - Reduce area of Surface Friction  
1. Pulling large surface of Stone Building Block against Ground vs. Use a Rounded surface - reduces 
area of block touching ground surface.
2. Ball Bearings - small steel balls inside axle - rolling balls reduce surface friction inside an axle.

16. Forces generated  and acted upon spinning Wheels: Gravity - pulls the wheel over. Rotational - creates a 
Rotational force that pulls upward and outward. When these forces are equal, objects are balanced.

17. Feel the Forces in a Spinning Wheel - Rotational Force pulling outward balances gravity force pulling down

18. Symmetry of Design makes Best Spinning Balance

19. Spinning Tops and Gyroscopes - Guidance Systems for airplanes and boats

Wheel and Axle - Spinners



20. Spinning Motions of the Earth, Solar System and Galaxy
1. Earth Spin on Axis - 1000 miles per hour
2. Earth Revolves around Sun - 66,000 miles per hour
3. Earth Wobbles - 1 Wobble every 25,800 years
4. Galaxy Spin - 1 Rotation every 225 million years

21. Disk Shape vs. Spheres - Shape of Solar System and Galaxy are Disks; Star and Planets are Spheres.

22. Size Relation of Galaxy to Solar System - If entire solar system was a small dinner plate, the entire galaxy 
would be the size of all of North America.

23. Sundial - Earth Spins - Shadow cast by Sun against a Stick (Gnomon) fixed on earth’s surface can tell time. 
Cast shadow rotates around gnomon.

24. Kepler’s Laws of Planetary Motion
1. Shape of a planet’s orbital path around sun is an elongated circle called an Ellipse.
2. Sun is not in the exact center of the Ellipse.
3. A Planet’s orbital speed slows down or speeds up in different parts of its orbit.

25. Electrons spin around Nucleus of Atom

26. Some other examples of Wheel and Axle - Car Steering Wheel, Door Knobs, Dials, Cranks (Pulley Towers), 
Bucket and Well, Windmills, Waterwheels, Turbines, Crank Generator (makes electricity).

27. Can you find 5 other examples of wheel and axle machines in your home or school.
1. _____________________________

2. _____________________________

3. _____________________________

4. _____________________________

5._____________________________

28. Isaac Newton’s Laws of Forces and Motion
1. An Object in Motion stays in motion in a straight path unless acted upon by a Force.
2. An Object at Rest stays at rest unless acted on by a Force.
3. For every Action there is an equal and opposite Reaction.



Wheel Images



Wheel and Axle
Gyroscopes and Tops

• Have a student bring in the front wheel and axle of a bicycle or use the one supplied to Grade 3.
Use a Bicycle Wheel to demonstrate the concept of spinning motion and the forces it generates.

• Hold firmly onto axle posts of a bicycle wheel with each hand as shown in the photo below and have some-
one spin the wheel rapidly. - Note: Caution. Watch out for your or kids fingers getting caught between the 
spokes!

• Introduce the concept of spinning and cycles as motion turning around and around. Introduce other words that 
mean cycle: such as repeating, reoccurring, revolving or rotation.

• Have each student hold a the wheel and axle at rest and then spin it. As the wheel is spinning have the student 
slowly tilt it side to side and feel the forces that are produced from the spinning. It is this force that keeps a bi-
cycle balanced. When the spinning stops, the bicycle can easily fall over. When its wheels are spinning the bike 
stays upright. Two forces act on the spinning wheel - Gravity tries to pull it over while the Rotational force of 
spinning keeps it upright

Relate that just as the spinning wheel produces forces so does the rotation of earth and the revolving of the 
earth in its orbit around the sun. The rotation and revolution of the earth produces forces that create our weather 
and effect geological processes such as volcanos and earthquakes. The electrons in all matter spin around the 
nucleus of atom. Our solar system was formed from a rotating cloud of gas, water and minerals. Our galaxyeven 
rotates.

• Finally, spin the wheel rapidly and balance it on one of the 
axles. It is now a gyroscope! Spinning gyroscopes are used 
to guide airplanes and rockets. Have students research gyro-
scopes. 

• Have students play with the small gyroscopes and spinning 
tops included in your resource tub.

• Note how the wheel and tops/gyroscope wobbles as it is 
spinning. This is the same type of wobble that the earth does 
as it spins. Note that the earth wobble is only once in 25,800 
years.

• Brainstorm with the students the types of objects and pro-
cesses that cycle. 



Simple Machines 2 - Pendulums and Swings
A Pendulum is a simple machine, first discovered by the scientist Galileo in the 1600s. A pendulum consists of a heavy 
bob, suspended by a lightweight cord. In the West Parish Science Park, the Swing Set is your Pendulum Experiment tools.

Galileo began his study of pendulums after he watched a suspended lamp swing back and forth in the cathedral of Pisa 
when he was still a student there. Galileo’s great discovery was that the period of swing of a pendulum is independent of 
the arc of the swing. If the arc was long or short, the time it took to go back and forth (the period) was always the same. 
Galileo timed the swings of the lamp with his pulse (heartbeat)!

The motion of the pendulum bob posed interesting problems. Does the weight of the bob have an effect on the period? 
What is the relationship between the length and the period of the pendulum? Throughout his experimental work, the pen-
dulum was never very far from Galileo’s thought. But there was also the question of its practical use. A pendulum could 
be used for timing pulses or acting as a metronome for students of music since its swings measured out equal time inter-
vals. Could the device also be used to improve clocks and keep accurate time? 

Later in his life, Galileo began his first experiments with making a pendulum clock…but it was not until 14 years after 
his death that a clock based on Galileo’s plan was actually completed. The clock is still working today on the tower of the 
Palazzo Vecchio in Florence, Italy. Another scientist, Christiaan Huygens perfected the laws of the pendulum clock and 
found that there was a mathematical relationship between the length of the pendulum and its period. Pendulum clock are 
often called grandfather clocks. 

Hypotheses
Experiment 1: Is the period of a pendulum independent of its swing arc?
Experiment 2: Is the period of a pendulum changed by a heavy or light bob (person in swing)?
Experiment 3: Does the length of a pendulum change its period? If it does, what is the relationship between the length and 
the period? 
Experiment #4: Can you build a pendulum swing that has a period of 60 swings in one minute? A clock!!

Experimental Procedures
1. Show back and forth motion of swings. Galileo discovered that the number of back and forth motions in a period of 
time (example: 20 seconds) would always be the same number no matter how far the pendulum was pulled back or how 
heavy the weight was at the end of the pendulum. The back and forth motion is called the Period of the Pendulum. The 
Force of Gravity pulls the bob or swing downward after it is lifted by the Force of your arms and muscles.

2. Equipment: Teams of 3 students needed for each Swing plus a Stopwatch.
Ask: What is the difference between the Swings? (Ans. the Length of the Chain.)

3. Measure the length of each chain and fill in on the worksheet. Swing #1 is the longest, #2 next, then #3.

4. Start the experiment with the Swing with the Longest Chain first. Make one person be a Timer with a Stopwatch. Have 
a second person pull the swing as far back as they can with a third person seated. Choose a heavy weight person for the 
first try.
 
5. When the swing is let go, the Timer starts the stopwatch while the second person counts the number of swings. (Note: 
Do not have the seated person pump.)  At the end of exactly 20 seconds the Timer yells Stop and the swing count is re-
corded. This number is the Period of the Swing for 20 seconds.

6. Next pull the seated person back in the swing only a little bit and take a 20 second count of the Period. 

7. Repeat the experiment with a light person in the swing and record your results.

8. Repeat the experiments above with the second and third swing sets and record.

Note: Visit the website www.Edheads.org for some great animated lessons on simple machines.



Pendulum WorkSheet

Swing #1 - Longest
with heavy weight

Length of Chain
Large Arc Period
20 seconds

Small Arc Period
20 seconds

Swing #1 - Longest
with light weight

Swing #2 - Mid-size
with heavy weight

Swing #2 - Mid-size
with light weight

Swing #3 - Short-size
with heavy weight

Swing #3 - Short-size
with light weight

Calculate the Period 
of each Swing for 60 
seconds. Multiply its 
test Period x 3.

Look at the data and 
estimate the length 
of chain that will give 
you a period of 60 
swings in 60 seconds

Swing #1 Swing #2 Swing #3



Discovering Isaac Newton’s Laws of Motion with Pump Rockets
Isaac Newton conducted experiments with Motion, Forces, Light, Color and Optics in the late 1600s in Eng-
land. Three of his most important discoveries cover the Laws of Motion.

Law # I: An Object at Rest will stay at Rest unless acted upon by a Force
               An Object in Motion will stay in Motion unless acted upon by a Force

Law # 2:  Force = Mass x Acceleration

Law #3:  For every Action there is an Equal and Opposite Reaction

Experiments and Demonstrations using the Pump Rockets and Launcher
Law #1:
Place the rocket on the ground. Can it move by itself? NO
A Force is needed to make it move. What are some Forces that can make it move (ANS. Someone can pick it up 
and throw it. If it was on a steep hill, gravity could make it roll down the hill, or it could be launched.

Launch one of the rockets. According to Newton’s Law it could go on forever. But it doesn’t - it slows down 
and falls to earth. What are the forces that make it stop?
(ANS: The Force of Gravity and the Friction of the Air against the rocket’s surface)

If the rocket was launched in outer space could it go on forever?
(ANS: Yes, as long as it doesn’t come near or hit another planet, sun or asteroid). If outer space, there is little or 
no gravity to pull it down. Also there is no air - and thus there is no friction. The rocket could go on forever.

Law #2: 
Launch the Rocket with a small Force and measure how far it goes.
Then Launch the Rocket with a large Force and measure how far it goes.
(Ans. The greater the Force the greater the Acceleration and the farther the rocket travels if the mass is equal)
Newton’s Law #2 - Force = Mass x Acceleration.
Math example
If a Force of 10 is applied to a Mass of 2, the Acceleration is 5 (Force 10 = Mass 2 x Accel 5)
If a Force of 20 is applied to a Mass of 2, the Acceleration is 10 (Force 20 = Mass 2 x Accel 10)

Law #3:
Launch the rocket and notice the action that propels the rocket forward. 
As you draw out the tube you create a chamber of air inside the tube. To launch the rocket you pull backwards, 
which forces the air in the tube to compress which pushes the rocket forward.

Newton’s Law #3 states that for every action (pulling back on the tube), there is an equal and opposite reaction 
(the rocket is pushed forward). The length or the amount of air in the tube and the speed that you pull back will  
determine how far the rocket will travel.

Note: Strong winds can affect the distance the rocket travels. Going with the wind will provide a better  
experience for the students.



Levers - Introduction
A Lever is a simple machine that people use to make everyday work tasks easier.  Levers can help lift 
heavy weights, cut metal, hit a home run and remove a nail from a board.

All levers have the following parts: These parts all work together to make work easier..
• A Bar or length of rigid hard materials such as metal or wood.
• A Fulcrum -  a pivot point on which a Bar is fixed or Balanced
• A Load to Lift or Change the State of an Object (such as to cut paper)
• A Force to move the Bar on the Fulcrum

Examples of Levers

Hand Truck/Dolly, Pliers, Scissors, Crowbar, Hammer Claw/Nail, Baseball Bat, Seesaw

Here is a simple, yet powerful way to demonstrate levers using an 8 foot long wood plank and a few 
boulders or weights (from a weight-lifting set). Boulders: You will need one medium size boulder for 
a Fulcrum, one large heavy boulder and one small boulder.
1. Balance the Plank on the Medium size or Large Boulder
2. Place a Large Boulder on one end of Plank.
3. Place the Small Light Boulder on the other end. Describe the result.
4. Ask? Is there a way for the Light Boulder to Lift the heavy one.
Yes! Move the Large Rock closer to the Fulcrum or Move the Fulcrum closer to the end of the Plank.
This is Mechanical Advantage

• Demonstrate other Levers naming each of the parts. Use Hand Truck/Dolly, Hammer, Baseball Bat.  
Ask: How could you make the task of moving a box of heavy rocks over a long distance easy? (Ans. 
Use the Hand Truck/Dolly as a Lever to lift the heavy box.) Name the parts of the Hand truck lever? 
The hand truck uses another simple machine to move the rocks called a Wheel and Axle.

• Demonstrate the Hammer with a Nail Claw. Could you lift a nail out of a piece of wood with your 
fingers?  No. Show how the Hammer Nail Claw Lever would make removing the nail easy. 

• Demonstrate how a Baseball Bat is used as a Lever. Name the parts of each of the Levers. The parts 
to show are the Fulcrum, the Load, the Bar and the Force. 

• Use the Lever Lab Tools to show how a 5 gram weight can lift a 500 gram weight!



Lever Lab

Experiments with the Lever Lab Equipment

1. Setup Lever Balance with Wooden Ruler balanced at the 50 cm position and each hanger 20 cm from the 
center. Fine tune with screws and position until perfect balance is achieved

2. Review the parts of the Lever system: Lever Bar, Loads and Fulcrum

3. Place a 100 gram weight on the hanger at the 30 cm mark
 Balance it with a 100 gram weight at the 70 cm mark. 
 Balance is achieved because each weight is the same and each is 20 cm from the fulcrum.
 The mechanical Advantage of the system is 1:1

4. Next, Place a 200 gram weight on the left hanger at the 30 cm mark.
 1. Find the location on the right that a 100 gram weight will lift the 200 gram weight
  Mark the diagram below to show the 100 gram weight and its location on the Lever bar.

 2. What is the Mechanical Advantage of the this system? ____________________

A Lever is a simple machine that people use to make everyday work tasks easier. Making work easier is 

called Mechanical Advantage. If a 200 pound mass can be lifted using a Lever by a 100 mass or force, the 

Mechanical Advantage is 2:1. If the mass was 400 pounds and the force 100 pounds, the advantage is 4:1. The 

Lever Lab equipment can demonstrate Mechanical Advantage to over 100:1.

Parts of a Lever

The Fulcrum is the pivot point on which a Lever Bar is fixed or balanced. A Load is placed on the Lever Bar 

at various positions. The closer the Load is to the Fulcrum, the greater the Mechanical Advantage. 

The Science Park Seesaw is an example of a Lever. Other types of Levers include: a Hand Truck/Dolly, 

Hammer, Crowbar, Pliers, Baseball Bat, Bicycle Hand Brakes. 

50 cm30 cm 70 cm

100 grams 100 grams

50 cm30 cm

200 grams

10 cm 90 cm



5. Place a 500 gram weight on left hanger at the 40 cm position. Find the position on the lever arm that a 100 
gram weight will lift it.
 1. Mark the diagram below to show the position that a 100 gram mass will lift the 500 grams.
 
 2. What is the Mechanical Advantage of this system______________

6. Finally, create a setup on the Lever Arm that a 500 gram weight will be balanced by a 10 gram weight.
 Tip: You may have to move the Fulcrum to achieve this Mechanical Advantage
 
 What is the Mechanical Advantage of this setup? _________________

7. What is the greatest Mechanical Advantage that can be setup using the Lever Lab and the Weights?
 Experiment with the Lever Lab Equipment!!

50 cm40 cm

500 grams

50 cm

50 cm



#4. Position 100 gram weight at 87 cm 
Mechanical Advantage is:  2:1

#5. Position 100 gram weight at 98 cm to lift 500 grams at 40 cm.
 Mechanical Advantage is:  5:1

#6. One of several possible solutions: 
  Move the Fulcrum to the 34 cm position
  Position the 500 grams at 28 cm
  Place the 10 grams at 99 cm
Mechanical Advantage is 50:1

Additional Math Extension - formula for determining positions by calculation is: 
Mass x Distance on one side of Fulcrum = Mass x Distance on other side of Fulcrum.

Note: If this calculation is made the weight of the Stick, Sliders and Hangers must to plugged 
into the equation.

Weights of parts

 1. Stick  = 76.8 grams
 2. Sliders  = 16.0 grams
 3. Hangers  = 5.0 grams

Teacher Answers for Lever Lab



Incline Plane Length = 60 cm

Mass of Loads
Small Wood Block =  50.5g
Large Wood Block = 95.5g
Metal Block = 336g

Angle of Incline vs Force to lift Small Wood Block 
with a Mass of 50.5 grams up the Incline.

Incline Plane Lab 
Inclined Planes are used as stairs, wheelchair/car ramps, wedges, screws, conveyor belts and even 
a trail that climbs a steep mountain by a zigzag route called a Switchback. The Pyramids in Egypt 
used Inclined Planes as ramps to more heavy blocks of stone up to a height of almost 500 feet. An 
Inclined Plane makes work easier by spreading the amount of Work out over a longer distance and 
longer time. In the activities below you will use the Incline Plane Lab Equipment to test pulling and 
dropping different loads up and down an incline plane. See Pyramid Facts and Ramp Design handout. 
The Slides in the Science Park are also examples of an Incline Plane - they allow you to experience a 
gravity fall safely over a greater distance than if you jumped directly down from the top of the slide.
Activities 

1. Building the Pyramids - Lifting up along an Incline Plane - Lifting against the pull of Gravity.

     1. Loads - Mass of blocks to be lifted up a ramp. 

 2. Force in grams to pull loads up different angles of incline - Each gram = 1 ox or 5 human workers.

 3. How to reduce Friction to make work even easier.

 4. Use large Gram weight set from Lever Lab (10-500 grams) plus use small 1 gram washers in envelope

2. Rocket Fuel Packs  - Dropping (Sliding) Down an Incline Plane - Dropping against the pull of gravity.

 1. Optimal Angle for sliding Fuel Packs down from second floor to first floor.

Angle of Incline vs Height lifted in 60 cm
10 degrees   11 cm
20 degrees  21 cm
30 degrees  30 cm
40 degrees  38 cm

10 degrees        ________________  grams

20 degrees        ________________ grams

30 degrees        ________________ grams

40 degrees        ________________ grams

Reduce Friction      ________________ grams

Angle of Incline vs Force to lift Large Wood Block 
with a Mass of 95.5 grams up the Incline.

10 degrees        ________________  grams

20 degrees        ________________ grams

30 degrees        ________________ grams

40 degrees        ________________ grams

Reduce Friction      ________________ grams

Incline Plane Lab Equipment Data



Angle of Incline vs Force to lift Metal Block with a 
Mass of 336 grams up the Incline.

10 degrees        ________________  grams

20 degrees        ________________ grams

30 degrees        ________________ grams

40 degrees        ________________ grams

Reduce Friction      ________________ grams

Angle of Incline vs Safe Slide down Fuel Packs

10 grams    ___________________ degrees

20 grams    ___________________ degrees

 

50 grams   ___________________ degrees

   

100 grams   ___________________ degrees

500 grams   ___________________ degrees

Roll Down 500gram  ___________________ degrees

Incline Plane Experiment Experiment (page 2)



Angle of Incline vs Force to lift Small Wood block

10 degrees   17 grams

20 degrees   28 grams

30 degrees   46 grams

40 degrees   38 grams

10 degree on rollers   9 grams

Angle of Incline vs Force to lift Metal block

10 degrees    160 grams

20 degrees    240 grams

30 degrees    300 grams

40 degrees    350 grams

10 degree on rollers   66g grams

Angle of Incline vs Force to lift Large Wood block

10 degrees   59 grams

20 degrees   71 grams

30 degrees   82 grams

40 degrees   96 grams

10 degree on rollers   17 grams

Angle of Incline vs Safe Slide down Fuel Packs

10 grams     18 degrees

20 grams     18 degrees 

50 grams    19 degrees  

100 grams    18 degrees

500 grams    12 degrees

Roll Down 500gram      2 degrees

 Answers to Incline Plane Experiments



Great Pyramid at Giza, Egypt Facts
Original Height = 487 feet or 146.5 meters
Base - each side = 756 feet or 230.3 meters
Slope of sides = 51.8 degrees
# of years to build = 20 years
# of blocks of limestone = 2.3 million
Mass of blocks = Average = 2.5 tons; largest = 60 tons
Estimated # of Workers = 100,000

Incline Plane Lab Equipment 
Incline Plane Length = 60 cm

Angle of Unit vs Height lifted in 60 cm of Incline
10 degrees   11 cm
20 degrees  21 cm
30 degrees  30 cm
40 degrees  38 cm

Mass of Loads
Small Wood Block =  50.5g
Large Wood Block = 95.5g
Metal Block = 336g

Mass of Balls
Copper Ball = 570g
Rubber Squash Ball = 47g
Large Marble = 11g
Styrofoam Ball = 2g
 

Gravity Boat 
Drop Height = 
Slide Length = 

Angle of Incline vs Force to lift Small Wood block
10 degrees  17 grams
20 degrees  28 grams
30 degrees  46 grams
40 degrees  38 grams
10 degree on rollers  9 grams

Activities 
1. Drop Balls from top of boat or Rolling Different Balls down Slide Surface - 
 1. Types of Balls/Matter to Test - Copper, Rubber, Small Marble, Large Marble, Styrofoam, Softball.
 2. Need Stopwatch.  Discuss - Gravity and Friction - Galileo

2. Building the Pyramids - Lifting up along an Incline Plane - Lifting against the pull of Gravity.
     1. Loads - Mass of blocks to be lifted
 2. Force in grams to pull loads up different angles of incline. Each gram = one ox or 5 human workers.

3. Rocket Fuel Packs  - Dropping (Sliding) Down an Incline Plane - Dropping against the pull of gravity.
 1. Optimal Angle for sliding Fuel Packs down from second floor to first floor.

More Incline Plane Lab 

Angle of Incline vs Force to lift Large Wood block
10 degrees  59 grams
20 degrees  71 grams
30 degrees  82 grams
40 degrees  96 grams
10 degree on rollers  17 grams

Angle of Incline vs Force to lift Metal block
10 degrees   160 grams
20 degrees   240 grams
30 degrees   300 grams
40 degrees   350 grams
10 degree on rollers  66g grams

Angle of Incline vs Safe Slide down Fuel Packs
10 grams    18 degrees
20 grams    18 degrees 
50 grams   19 degrees   
100 grams   18 degrees
500 grams   12 degrees
Roll Down 500gram Fuel Barrel = 2 degrees

Science requires reproducibility of experimental results.



Great Pyramid at Giza, Egypt Facts
Original Height = 487 feet or 146.5 meters
Base - each side = 756 feet or 230.3 meters
Slope of sides = 51.8 degrees
# of years to build = 20 years
# of blocks of limestone = 2.3 million
Mass of blocks = Average = 2.5 tons; largest = 60 tons
Estimated # of Workers = 100,000



Pyramid Incline Plane (Ramp) Designs 1



Pyramid Incline Plane (Ramp) Designs 2

Sled Force versus Roll Force



Interactive Web Teaching Resource  
for Simple Machines

Go to www.edheads.org and Follow Links to Simple Machines.


